
Perception is defined as: the organization, identification, and interpretation of sensory 

information in order to represent and understand the presented information, or the 

environment, according to Wikipedia.    

Perception, that has been the one major takeaway from this class and course.  It has a 

way of not controlling but influencing a person’s life.  A person will use this influence to build 

their life.  Whether they build their life around those perceptions, or those perceptions build 

their life for them using those external influences, it is a major player in everyone’s life.    

External influences help the mind create an opinion or reality of what is really going on.  

A troop on look-out duties at night may close his eyes for 5 seconds, but in those 5 seconds his 

supervisor sees him and accuses him of sleeping on duty and dereliction of duty.  The 

perception of the troops supervisor was that his troop was indeed sleeping, therefore a 

violation of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).  The consequence for the troop is a 

loss of rank (therefore a smaller paycheck), and a loss of responsibilities.  A dis-honorable 

discharge could be in the works for the troop as well, depending on the situation.  The troop 

can plead innocence and explain his side of the story all he wants, but his supervisor caught him 

red handed with his eyes closed during those 5 quick seconds.  It is the supervisors perception 

that his troop was asleep.   

Beliefs are created from perceptions as well.  People will believe whatever their mind 

makes up for them, based on what they experience from their external situations.  Bad things 

happen because evil has mucked up the earth and made it filthy with evil souls walking around 

on the surface of this planet.  Good happens because there is a perception that there is always 

an equal, and opposite force or influence to counter-act.  So the perception is there are good 



and peaceful souls walking around on the surface of this planet, spending their lives counter-

acting the evil souls.   

Religion was created by man to help counter-act all the evil that is perceived in life on 

this planet.  It is a major influence as well, with some people living their entire life listening to 

what their church is telling them to do to escape the crutches of evil, believing it will save them 

for all eternity.   

Where life exists in the universe may be a perception as well.  Today, most people on 

Earth believe that there isn’t any life anywhere else in the universe, because we haven’t seen 

them or made official contact with life not on this planet.  Just because we haven’t officially 

seen life off this planet doesn’t mean life does not indeed exist off this planet.  Some 

professionals in the astrophysics industry believe that life is the norm and not the exception.  

It’s only a matter of time until we discover life on other planets, then we will begin to discover 

life throughout the universe and that it is much more common than previously thought. 

The perception of a god(s) can create all kinds of beliefs or thoughts as well.  Believers 

say that god created life, mankind and all the physical world around us.  They say that god is a 

higher power above the universe, and that only something that strong and powerful is the only 

thing that can create life.  But what if the perception is that god and the universe is the same 

being or entity.  A star dying in the deep stretches of space, in an almost inconceivable distance 

from the Earth, looks very similar to a single cell organism being born from one another here on 

Earth.  Pictures of brain cell activity in a human looks very similar to a picture of the universe.  

And even the iris of a human eye can look eerily similar to a nebula in deep space.   



Another perception is that the universe in infinitely large, and ever expanding, but us 

humans stay on Earth and have a difficult time comprehending the sheer size of the universe, 

so people create this inferiority complex for their life, because we perceive that humans and life 

on Earth are insignificant because of how small we are compared to the universe.  But what if 

we perceive life the other way around.  Because every planet that we have discovered inside 

and out of our own solar system, has been void of life.  Earth is the only planet where life, not 

only survives, but flourishes and is abundant everywhere.  From the single cell organisms, to 

the complex animals that live in all environments, life is loving it here on Earth.   

The continued perception for life on Earth is greatness.  Because we know for a fact that 

there isn’t any complex life on other planets, and we also know for a fact that humans have a 

tendency of accomplishing great things on Earth, creates a recipe that cannot be found 

anywhere else in the universe.  That recipe has allowed people, throughout human history, to 

accomplish great things.  Those great things come in many forms, from great works of 

engineering (Great Wall of China, Great Pyramids of Giza in Egypt, etc.), to great works of 

culture, science, religion, humanities, communications, and yes, great wars from time to time, 

and anything else that has been considered great.  Although, us as humans, may feel 

insignificant and inferior because of the sheer size of the universe, us as humans have the 

power and ability to create and accomplish dreams and goals, and to create and bring into 

existence a reality.  Humans have the ability to create unlike anything else in the universe, all 

due to a gold mind that was given to everyone at birth, and that is their mind.     

So really and truly, it is an honor to be a human walking around on Earth with the ability 

to create up dreams and goals that will positively affect as many other people as possible that 



are also walking around on Earth with the same ability and dreams.  Those are actions that are 

not happening anywhere else in the universe, that we know of so far.  Perception is the key to 

all.     

 


